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About Advocare
Advocare is an independent, community-based, not-for-profit organisation that
supports and protects the rights of older people in Western Australia through advocacy,
information and education.
We work to enable older people to make informed
choices that best suit them. We assist older people
to understand their rights, resolve any issues
with aged and home care service provision, and
access the right supports and protections available
to them. We also provide free, confidential
information and support to older people who are at
risk of, or experiencing elder abuse.
We work collaboratively and systemically to
provide an independent voice for older people.

Our services

By raising public and sector awareness and
understanding of older people’s rights we aim to
inform service delivery and influence practice to
continually improve services and create better
outcomes for older people.
Advocare offers a free, engaging state-wide
education program, delivered by our team of
experienced advocates, to raise awareness
about the rights of older people and elder abuse
awareness and prevention.

Advocacy

Walking alongside the
older person every
step of the way.

Information

Elder Abuse
Helpline

Supporting informed
choices for older
people about their
rights, access to aged
care and elder abuse.

Providing free,
conﬁdential information,
support and referral.

Community
Connections

Education

Connecting volunteers with
older people who are lonely or
socially isolated with the aim of
improving their quality of life
through companionship.

Raising awareness
and understanding,
supporting empowerment.

Our vision
and values

VISION

MISSION

VALUES

Power, respect
and informed
choice for
older people

Provide an independent voice on
behalf of older people, informing
service delivery and inﬂuencing
practice “empowering older people”

Integrity
Empowerment
Social justice
Equity

Click here for a full description of our values.

Chairperson's report
As a result, the last year has seen an impressive adaption to new
IT systems and ways of working to ensure services to older people
and their families have continued through lockdowns. One result
of these efforts was that in March 2021, staff efficiently managed
1,315 calls, the highest number of calls ever received by Advocare
in a single month.

The challenges faced
by Advocare staff in
the COVID-19 years of
2020 and 2021 were
significant. However,
our staff successfully
adapted to working
from home (WFH)
using IT to augment
the service provided to
our clients in the WFH
environment.

We are excited to be
allocated increased
funds to expand our
services to include
more face-to-face
opportunities
for our clients in
regional WA.

In 2020-2021 we farewelled Diedre Timms as Advocare’s CEO.
During Diedre’s term as CEO, Advocare made a range of important
achievements. The Board appreciated that Justine Martyr and
Etta Palumbo also made important contributions in the role of
CEO following Diedre’s departure. The wide-ranging challenges
of the last year have seen Advocare look carefully at how change
impacts the organisation, and as a result, the Board and new CEO
Louise Forster have put in place a number of initiatives designed to
strengthen the capacity of the organisation at all levels.
In May, Brian O’Keefe stepped down as Chair after two and a
half years in the role and also as Chair of the Executive Finance
Committee after three and a half years. Brian has made an
enormous contribution to Advocare. We strongly appreciate Brian’s
leadership in these roles and note that his responsible stewardship
leaves Advocare in a sound financial position. Since August 2020,
Brian has been Advocare’s nominated Older Persons Advocacy
Network (OPAN) director, a role in which he continues.
During the year, there were other changes to the Board.
In late 2020, Karen Whittle-Herbert joined following the departure
of Paula Clough and Simon Mead and, in 2021, Faith Cheok left
the Board. We thank Faith, Paul and Simon for their contributions.
Also in early 2021, I re-joined the Board taking up the role of Chair
in June 2021.
The May 2021 Federal Budget brought significant funding changes
– we were excited to be allocated increased funds to expand our
services to include more face-to-face opportunities for our clients
in regional WA. The organisation is currently planning a three-year
program of service enhancements reflecting the directions set in
Advocare’s Strategic Plan 2024.
I would like to thank my Board colleagues for their leadership and
dedication to Advocare, together with their important contribution
to our governance systems and processes.
Finally, on behalf of the Board, I would like to thank Advocare’s staff
and volunteers who continue to work together with us to progress
Advocare’s vision of power, respect and informed choice for older
Western Australians.
Helen Grzyb

Click here to meet our Board
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CEO's report
The 2020-2021 year started with COVID-19 continuing to impact
the Advocare team as well as our work supporting the rights of
older Western Australians. Many older people stayed in their
homes more than before the outbreak of the pandemic, increasing
social isolation – a risk factor for elder abuse.
Advocare operates the WA Elder Abuse Helpline where
older people can seek help, advice and advocacy if they’re
experiencing or are at risk of abuse. Over the past three years,
calls to the Helpline have surged. Financial abuse calls, the most
common form, increased by 85% from 2017-2018 to 2019-2020.
Calls about psychological abuse more than doubled. This trend
has intensified over the past 12 months with the number of calls
continuing to climb.
Advocare continue to raise awareness of elder abuse and join
forces with other agencies to reduce prevalence, through the
Alliance for the Prevention of Elder Abuse (which Advocare chair),
and other initiatives.

This year saw the
2018-2021 Strategic
Plan close with
success, and we
launched the
Advocare Strategy
2024 which will see
services expand
significantly in regional
Western Australia.

COVID-19 also coincided with an increase in people of all ages
stepping up to volunteer and join the Advocare Community Visitor
Scheme (CVS). The scheme connects volunteers with older people
who are socially isolated with the aim of improving their quality
of life through companionship. Working with volunteers in this
way is aligned to Advocare’s focus on increasing awareness and
understanding of the rights of older Western Australians. We can
also reduce harm by providing a trusted point of contact.
The end of this financial year saw the 2018-2021 Strategic Plan close,
with success, and we launched the Advocare Strategy 2024 which
will see services expand significantly in regional Western Australia.
Thanks to the dedicated team of staff and volunteers who ensure
Advocare can provide an independent voice on behalf of older
people. We look forward to increasing our impact as more join our
team and share our mission.
Louise Forster

Click here to meet our leadership team
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Achieving our strategic objectives
Our annual report highlights our achievements against the Advocare Strategy from
July 2018 to June 2021. The strategy had four objectives to support delivery of our
vision and mission.
Click here to view our 2018-21 Strategic Plan

Strategic Objective 1:

Quality advocacy, services, information and
education for seniors and the sector
•

Maintain high-quality
services and program

•

Deliver advocacy that
supports clients and
informs providers

•

Maintain effective
operational systems
and processes

Advocare continues
to deliver high-quality
services and programs to
meet the needs of older
Western Australians.

Advocacy, Information and Education
2018-19 2019-20 2020-21
57

75

116

2,906

3,437

3,994

433

651*

551*

Total number of calls over the year**

7,425

8,818

11,227

Calls to the WA Elder Abuse Helpline

1,038

1,220

1,347

Average monthly advocacy cases
Information cases
Education sessions

*Includes Aged Care Navigation Trial
**Elder Abuse Helpline and main line

Kimberley

Pilbara

Perth
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Types of elder abuse calls*
2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Financial

595

779

726

Psychological

580

621

702

Social

260

333

319

Neglect

194

272

305

Physical

146

167

166

7

6
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Sexual

“Elder abuse is
an act, or lack of
action, that causes
harm or distress to
an older person.
It is often carried
out by someone the
older person trusts,
including a family
member or friend.”

*Note: Often clients can experience different types of abuse at the same time.

Roy's Story
Roy immigrated to Australia to be closer to his
family. Roy was in an abusive relationship where
he experienced verbal and physical abuse.
Roy decided to leave the relationship and used
his contact with a culturally diverse day centre
to make a translator-assisted call to Advocare’s
Elder Abuse Hotline. With his consent,
the Advocate referred Roy to Advocare’s Aged
Care Navigator Team.
The Navigator made contact with Roy with
the help of the translation service and
explained how Advocare could help Roy
to obtain independent accommodation
through the Commonwealth Home Support
Program. Recognising the risk to Roy of his
current partner becoming aware of his plans,
the Navigator arranged to meet Roy at the
day centre allowing him to meet without his
partner’s knowledge. With the assistance of
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a translator Roy and the Navigator contacted
My Aged Care to explain his situation and
ask for an increase in services. My Aged
Care provided the Navigator with details
of a previous Aged Care Assessment and
initiated a Care Plan Review. Co-ordinating
with My Aged Care, the Regional Assessment
Team and a Service Provider the Navigator,
with Roy’s permission explained Roy’s
situation and helped secure the services Roy
required. Being mindful of his risk of abuse,
the Navigator arranged for all meetings to take
place at the day centre or a local shopping
centre, nominated by Roy. As a result of the
support and advice provided by the Navigator,
Roy was able to leave an abusive situation and
live independently.
*Names and some details have been changed to
protect privacy.

Community
education sessions*

Reasons for
aged care
advocacy calls

2019-20 2020-21

The quality and safety of Home Care
Package Delivery

244

Home Care Fees Charges and
Statements

325

Home Care Packages – Charter of
Aged Care Rights not upheld

318

Residential Aged Care – Charter of
Aged Care Rights not upheld
(includes right to safe and
high-quality care and services)

587

Residential Aged Care Fees
and Charges

136

The quality and safety of Residential
Aged Care Services

124

Residential Elder Abuse

106

Initial access to aged care –
My Aged Care

279

Access to higher levels of aged
care services

104

The quality and safety of CHSP
care delivery

160

Commonwealth Home Support
Programme (CHSP) Charter of Aged
Care Rights not upheld

194

CHSP Fees and Charges

87

Respite and transitional care

57

Other
Total Number of Records

651

551

Rural, regional
and remote WA
education sessions

360

373

Perth Metro
education sessions

291

178

7,595

5,470

Total attendees

*Face-to-face education sessions were paused
between July and December 2020 resulting in
lower overall numbers for this financial year.
Some rural and remote areas declined education
sessions past this date due to concerns about
COVID-19 transmission from Perth-based staff.

42

Access to Residential Aged Care

Elder Abuse

Total community
education sessions
delivered

834
18
3,615
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Kimberley Collaboration
Having specialist Navigators in the Kimberley
and Pilbara has allowed Advocare to connect
and collaborate with local organisations to
help improve access to services in rural and
remote areas of WA, as well as improve the
understanding of both service providers
and consumers on their rights and eligibility
for services.
Two corporations our Navigators worked with
were the Pilbara Bloodwood Tree Aboriginal
Corporation and Nirrumbuk Environmental
Health and Services. After their staff attended
our Navigator Information and Education
Sessions our Navigator was asked to assist
older community members that are part
of the Thrive Housing Program run in the
Kimberley. This program assists people to
maintain and keep their housing tenancy safe
and its holistic approach encompasses all
elements of their situation.
With an introduction from the local
corporation we were able to meet with
individual community members to help them
access My Aged Care. Our Navigators found
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there were tenants who were not registered
for services or had stopped services at some
point for personal reasons and didn’t know
how to recommence them.
Registering these clients for home help,
gardening and home maintenance services
became a key part of minimising tenancy risk,
and making their housing situation safe
and secure.
Although the trial has now finished, we are
able to continue to assist people via phone
and email in the regions due to the strong
relationships we were able to foster with
local organisations.

This collaboration with local
corporations meant we were often able
to solve issues more promptly because
their staff were able to facilitate and
link us to clients and plan and book
assessments to gain access to My Aged
Care, resulting in a quicker and more
streamlined process for clients.

Strategic Objective 2:

Our People

•

Quality people delivering excellent work in a supportive environment

•

Maintain an engaged and supported workforce

•

Ensure organisational structure supports effective service delivery

•

Ensure organisation equipment supports effective service.

In a year when COVID-19 continued to have an
impact and challenged us all to embrace and
adapt to a changing and challenging working
environment, Advocare staff remained engaged
and highly committed to their purpose of
advocating for the rights of older people.
In February, Advocare repeated their 2020 staff
engagement survey using the same validated
tool to assess employee engagement and

satisfaction to provide insights into four levels of
staff engagement. The survey showed that 100%
of staff reached Level 1 with 81% reaching Level 2.
This level of engagement was maintained at
Level 3 and continued on to Level 4 where
81% of staff ultimately reached what is termed
‘The Summit’. This result is an improvement on
the 2020 results.

Board and leadership team
The following Board members stepped down upon completion of their term.
•

Brian O'Keefe (stepped down as Chair but continuing on board)

•

Paula Clough

•

Simon Mead

•

Faith Cheok (resigned March 2021)

Helen Gryzb rejoined the board in March 2021, and in June 2021 was appointed Chair.
Click here for current board members

Click here for current leadership team
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Highlights from 2020-2021

190

volunteers

Community Visitors Scheme
Zoe from Carinya Care saw a great
opportunity to match the interests of our
volunteer Mitch with residents. With Zoe’s
support, Mitch has setup a woodwork group
at Carinya. Every Wednesday afternoon, four
to five residents join Mitch to create some
interesting wood pieces – planter boxes,
facility signage and wooden decorations.
“I have seen such a change in the group from
when I first started, seeing the residents
being hesitant and unsure about joining
the group to now being fully involved.
It’s amazing; hearing their life stories and
history has been a real privilege.” (Mitch)
Zoe said that the residents are kept engaged
and they look forward to Mitch’s visits
every week: “The volunteers make a world
of difference in the lives of our residents.
In this busy world, it is difficult to share in
quality connections in the workplace and the
volunteers are able to provide that powerful
presence that can truly impact an individual’s
wellbeing, experience and quality of life.
Words simply are not enough to capture the
impact of the work the volunteers do.”
“The friendship that Mitch has made
with one of the group regulars is truly
heart-warming; this is what the Community
Visitors Scheme is all about; they have gone
from a companion-based relationship to
true friends.” (Zoe)
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189

clients

3,373
visits

45
additional funding places secured to
increase in-home visits in 2021-2022
Click here for more information about the
Community Visitors Scheme.

Strategic Objective 3:

Supporting and influencing sector development
•

Build and maintain awareness of sector issues
and our work

•

Position and grow our brand for maximum
impact Contribute to improvements
in service delivery through policy and
systemic advocacy

As the Western Australian Member of the Older
Persons Advocacy Network (OPAN) the contribution
Advocare makes to OPAN is in the form of
presenting issues reports, participation at an
Executive and Board level, and as part of working
groups and communities of practice continues
to amplify the voice of vulnerable older Western
Australians with government. This contribution
has seen OPAN successfully lobby for significantly
increased resources for advocacy and education for
Advocare from 2021 onwards.

Care and Housing Advocacy
Advocare identified that services for assistance
with care and housing advocacy under the
Commonwealth Home Support Programme had
come to a standstill at a time that Perth was facing
a rental crisis. In the Greater Perth Metropolitan
area and the South West Metropolitan area,
three assistance with care and housing advocacy
service providers were at full capacity.
Advocare reached out to the Assistance with
Care and Housing Advocacy services providers
and collectively put pressure on local ministers
to take action. Advocare also raised the issue
with the Older Person’s Advocacy Network
and provided statistical information for media
articles to promote awareness surrounding the
concerning lack of availability for Assistance with
Care and Housing Advocacy services.

World Elder Abuse
Awareness Day 2021
(WEAAD)
Commemorated on 15 June each year,
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
(WEAAD) is used to highlight elder abuse.
Once again the City of Perth was bathed
in purple as major landmarks in Perth
were lit up to support WEAAD; including
Optus Stadium, Matagarup Bridge, City of
Perth Council House and Elizabeth Quay.
This year, timed to coincide with WEAAD,
Advocare released two short videos of
Advocates talking about elder abuse
and the supports available (view on
our website). We also partnered with local
councils and the Older Persons Rights
Service to run education and information
sessions across the Perth Metropolitan
Area. Our main radio advertising was a
June ‘takeover’ of 6IX as well as radio
advertising in Bunbury, August and
Broome. We were also able to secure
several radio interviews, including an
interview with our CEO on 6IX.
Click here for more information about
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day

As a result, two additional services providers
received early funding and have started providing
assistance with care and housing advocacy in the
Greater Perth Metropolitan area.
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Highlights from 2020-2021
Distribution of the

Growth of
Linkedin
business
page from

1st

"News for you"
newsletter

130

23,642

visitors and

61,015

page views of
our website

4

webinar
recordings
produced

followers to

401

6,250

followers

engagements
on Facebook

2

1

short videos
on elder
abuse
produced

short video on
Community
Visitors Scheme
produced

Donations
Generous community donations provide a
valuable financial contribution to allow us to
continue to advocate and support older people in
Western Australia.
Advocare is a not-for-profit, public benevolent
institution that is recognised as a charity with
tax-deductible gift recipient status. We welcome all
levels of donation, whether it’s a one-time gift or a
regular donation.
Donations can be made via www.givenow.com.au/
advocare, by emailing rights@advocare.org.au or
contacting us on 1800 655 566.
Thank you, we appreciate your support.
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Strategic Objective 4:

Sustain organisational capability to deliver our vision
•

Maintain a skilled and effective Board

•

Develop reporting that informs strategy and
ensures compliance

•

Enhance the diversity and quantum of
funding streams

A key project this year was working with the
Financial Counsellors Association of WA (FCAWA)
to develop and conduct training for Financial
Counsellors to identify and respond to financial
abuse of older people.
Advocare launched the series with a face-to-face
session for over 80 financial counsellors at
their conference in October and developed
and ran four subsequent webinars that were
available to Financial Counsellors practicing
in WA and supported by panellists from
FCAWA, Legal Aid WA and the Public Trustee.
The webinars were recorded and subsequently
made available on the Advocare website.
This project was made possible with direct
funding from the WA Department of Communities.

New reporting system
for 2021-2022
An ongoing challenge for Advocare has
been the ability to extract useful information
for reporting and planning purposes from
our current reporting system. After review
and discussion with other members of
OPAN, Advocare has chosen SalesForce
as its replacement customer relationship
management software. It will also provide
Advocare with a complementary suite of
enterprise applications focused on customer
service, marketing automation and analytics.
Advocare will transition to SalesForce during
the first half of next financial year.

Advocare received additional funding as part
of the National Aged Care Advocacy Program
(NACAP) Growth Funds (Phase 1) for the
financial year 2020-2021 to deliver the Rural
and Remote Diversity Project.
The purpose of this project was to:
•

Allow people in regional Western Australia
to request tailored information and receive
face-to-face outreach support

•

Allow people from diverse cultures/
background and experiences in the
Wheatbelt, South West and Perth to
engage more effectively with the aged
care system

•

Expand NACAP activities to underserviced
populations in the Wheatbelt and South
West of Western Australia.

The project delivered information, education
and advocacy within the Wheatbelt and
South West regional areas in Western
Australia, targeting vulnerable older
people with a focus on Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) and Culturally
and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) people.
Within the Perth metropolitan area the focus
was on ATSI specific organisations.
As part of this project, Advocare designed
a simplified brochure on Advocare’s
services which was then translated into five
languages: Arabic, Greek, Italian, Vietnamese
and Simplified Chinese. These brochures
will be available late 2021 for use by
service providers and at education/
information sessions.
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The future is bright
Advocare have developed a new strategy for 2021-2024 which centres on our four key
areas of clients, people, stakeholders and sustainability.

CLIENTS
Maintain evidence
based services and
programs
Deliver rights-based
and client-focused
services
Increase awareness
and accessability
of services

PEOPLE
Ensure staff
and volunteers
are engaged,
productive and
supported
Develop a structure
and work force plan
for organisational
growth
Build recognition
and support for
advocacy as
a discipline

STAKEHOLDERS
Deliver the direct
voice of older people
to influence policy
and reform
Proactively
develop principled
relationships
Develop mutually
beneficial
partnerships and
projects

The coming year sees significant change to our funding levels
and as a result Advocare will be growing its number of advocates,
implementing a new organisation structure, and investing in
new software and systems to simplify reporting and allow us to
grow and focus on developing long-term partnerships with other
organisations across aged care and community services.
Whilst the current Navigator trial has ceased we are delighted
to have received funding to provide navigation and advocacy
outreach in the South West, North West and MidWest with some
Advocare roles expected to be based regionally to provide a
greater level of local support.
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SUSTAINABILITY
Enhance operational
systems and
processes
Strengthen the
financial position of
Advocare
Foster innovative
service delivery
models

Our network
Older Persons Advocacy
Network (OPAN).

Alliance for Elder Abuse WA
(APEA:WA)

We are proud to be the WA Member for OPAN.
This national network is made up of nine
state and territory not-for-profit organisations.
Together, we support the rights of older people
and their families across all of Australia, in
metropolitan, rural and remote areas.

APEA:WA is funded by the Department of Health
and chaired by the Advocare CEO. Meeting
bi-monthly, the Committee was established
to pool the united knowledge, experience and
expertise of its members to identify systemic
issues pertinent to abuse prevention and
protection and, accordingly; inform policy and
promote community and professional awareness
and understanding about elder abuse prevention.

Working in collaboration, we are able to
collectively deliver resources like the new
'News for You' Aged Care Advocacy Newsletter.
OPAN also produce regular webinars on timely
topics which are freely available and last year
produced individually branded ‘explainer’ videos
for all member organisations.
We are looking forward to continuing to grow our
association with OPAN and the other member
organisations.

Current representation includes:
•

Advocare (Chair)

•

Council on the Ageing Western Australia

•

WA Department of Communities

•

WA Department of Health

•

Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage

•

Disability Services Commission

•

Legal Aid Western Australia

•

Older Adult Mental Health Office of
Multicultural Interests, Department of Local
Government, Sport and Cultural Interests

•

Office of the Public Advocate

•

Older People’s Rights Service

•

Public Trustee

•

WA Police Force

•

The Western Australian Local Government
Association

More about AEPA:WA and its members
and information on understanding elder
abuse can be accessed via:
www.advocare.org.au/
understandingelder-abuse/apeawa/
Watch a short video about Advocare
and OPAN:
www.advocare.org.au/resources/
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Finances
Advocare Incorporated Association
Financial Performance for the year ended 30 June 2021
Income
Grant - Department of Health (HACC)
Grant - NACAP

1,181,739

Community Visitor Scheme Program (CVS)

225,400

Helpline DLGC Grant

150,000

Aged Care System Navigation Trials

669,901

Others

368,420

Total Income

3%

14%

84,648

25%
44%

$2,680,108

6%
8%

Expenditure
Administration Expenses

233,230

Operational Expenses

204,567

Transport and Travel costs
Salaries and Related expenses
Others
Total Expenditure
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148,417
1,811,605
47,234
$2,445,053

2%

74%

10%
8%
6%

20%

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Sundry Debtors & Prepaid Expenses
Motor Vehicle, Office furniture and equipment
Total Assets

1,488,623
35,237

$1,902,242

30%

Employee Entitlements

148,937

Trade and Other Payables

339,726

Unexpended grants carried forward

128,850

Total Net Assets / Equity

2%

378,382

Liabilities

Total Liabilities

78%

33%

$617,513
$1,284,729

37%

Click here to view the full Advocare Audited Financial Statements
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The Perron Centre
Suite 4/61 Kitchener Avenue
Victoria Park WA 6100
Phone: 08 9479 7566
Country callers: 1800 655 566
WA Elder Abuse Helpline: 1300 724 679
Email: rights@advocare.org.au

www.advocare.org.au

Advocare is supported by:

Government of Western Australia
Department of Communities

The Community
Visitors Scheme (CVS)
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